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In order to make full use of Making
English Your Second Language you will be
directed to download mp3 audio files (at no
charge) from our website, so a computer or
handheld device is required to listen to
those files. Making English Your Second
Language is an interactive study tool
written by teachers, for you, the student. In
this book, Jonathan Ellis and Georgina
Young-Ellis combine their many years of
teaching experience with their expertise as
writers into helpful and interesting lessons
for building your ESL skills. Easy-to-use,
with original and adapted stories and
vocabulary to fit the high-intermediate to
advanced English learner, lessons and
exercises to freshen up your grammar, as
well as conversation and writing topics, it
is designed to work most effectively in
electronic form on your computer, iPad,
Kindle, or other e-reader, though it can also
be used in print form. This book can either
be utilized in the classroom with a teacher
guiding the lesson, or completely on your
own.
Making English Your Second
Language is fun, informal and even
humorous. It should be a vital part of an
ESL students continuing study outside the
classroom, or part of an ESL teachers
arsenal of great, effective materials.All
units are classroom tested and approved!
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How to Become a Better Writer in Your Second Language As a writing tutor, Ive seen my students (some who have
spoken English as a second language) make incredible progress when they put in the BBC - Capital - The huge benefits
of working in your second language You and only you can learn a language. In English there is a saying: You can lead
a horse to water, but you cant make it drink. A teacher What is it like to speak English fluently as your second language
But the real question is does it make you a better worker? In a foreign language, people seem to take more
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psychological distance when So, my own awkwardness when working in English was perhaps compensated How young
children learn English as another language 13 Struggles Only Girls Who Speak English as a Second Language for
your English skills before someone notices a mistakes you make. 6 strategies for better writing when English is your
second language Thinking about learning a foreign language? Kerstin Hammes, editor of the Fluent Language Blog,
believes you cant make good progress in a second . I teach German and English to all age groups at all levels and there
Raising bilingual kids: Should you speak to children in your second - 21 min - Uploaded by TEDx TalksAs an ESL
teacher in a huge English learning country China, Shane thinks learning a second Learning a language 10 things you
need to know Education The There are tons of benefits to learning a second language. For starters, its been said time
and time again that learning a second language makes you smarter. Do you think its a good idea to make English an
official second Is it worth speaking your less fluent second language to your kid? of second language English didnt
make much difference to their fluency. Is there a way to make your second language the primary one? - Quora They
firstly make sense of the activity and then get meaning from the adults Children who have the opportunity to pick up a
second language while they are English as a second language Lingoda Why Learn A Second Language When
Everyone Speaks English? September 11 Learning a language makes your brain bigger. Scientists in 6 Surprisingly
Easy Second Languages for Native English Speakers to learning a second language (L2) - but I would be cautious
about making c When I returned to the university, I was equipped to study English in a whole How to put sales first
when English is your second language Krashen makes the important point that comprehensible input needs to be at the
right But for learners of a second language, the classroom can be a cause of anxiety, . English teachers, are you asking
the right questions?
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